
LIMITED EDITION



If I didn’t trust 
equipment, it wasn’t 
stocked. If I needed 
equipment that 
wasn’t available, I 

Eddie Bauer

Our founder, Eddie Bauer, was an outdoor guide.  

He dedicated his life to making gear that got people 

outside – where it’s wild, beautiful and adventures 

are meant to be shared. A century later, we invite 

you to connect with your surroundings, to protect 

what you see, and to find yourself outside.

Our Limited Edition CENTENNIAL COLLECTION 

expands on the legacy of adventure-driven 

innovation that has defined our brand since the 

beginning. The following collection provides 

fresh approaches to achieving our enduring goal: 

superior performance in the elements.



FPO

WOMEN’S 

CENTENNIAL COLLECTION 
DOWN PARKA

• 800 fill RDS down, certified by Control Union

• Comfort-rated to -45°F (-43°C)

• Side-seam zip vent

• Adjustable hood; removable faux fur ruff

• 006 0913  |  € 549

IT’S NO WONDER Eddie called 

his wife Christine “my wilderness 

companion.” She had more stamina  

in the backcountry than he did.  

She was an eight-time Washington 

State Trapshooting Champion. 

And she was an artist. 

The Centennial Collection Down 

Parka is a tribute to Christine’s 

advocacy for unmatched 

performance and feminine grace.



INSPIRED BY OUR  
1957 DOWN SHIRT 

THAT INTRODUCED 
THE CONCEPT 

OF ULTRALIGHT 
LAYERING SYSTEMS

MEN’S & WOMEN’S 

CENTENNIAL COLLECTION  
MICROTHERM® 1000 JACKET

• 1000 fill RDS down, certified by Control Union

• Packs into zip chest zip

• 088 0781 (M)  |  089 0689 (W)

• € 449

IN 1957, EDDIE INTRODUCED a down jacket that wasn’t a jacket at all; it was an undershirt. It 

rocked the world almost as much as his original down jacket because it introduced the concept of 

ultralight insulating layers. The Centennial Collection MicroTherm® 1000 is the latest generation 

of this breakthrough innovation. Extraordinary warmth. Mere ounces of weight. Discontinuous 

construction for maximum thermal efficiency.



INSPIRED BY OUR  
1936 SKYLINER MODEL,  

THE FIRST DOWN JACKET 

FPO

MEN’S & WOMEN’S 

CENTENNIAL COLLECTION  
TECH SKYLINER MODEL JACKET

• 800 fill RDS down, certified by Control Union

• Three secure zip pockets (one interior)

• 001 0267 (M)  |  006 0911 (W)

• € 349

WHEN EDDIE INTRODUCED his first down jacket in 

1936, he knew he had something special. America’s 

first patented down jacket, the Skyliner, started 

a revolution. The Centennial Collection Tech Skyliner 

Model keeps Eddie’s original diamond quilting and 

then takes off with 21st century innovations. A 

super-durable water-repellent finish on the ultralight 

shell. Ultra high-loft 800 fill Premium Down for 

unmatched, nearly weightless warmth. A classic, reborn.



It’s a continuously 

evolving process. 

We’re always looking 

for better technology, 

more functional 

traits. And it just 

keeps getting better 

Melissa Arnot Reid 
Eddie Bauer Alpine



WOMEN’S 

CENTENNIAL COLLECTION 
CONVERTIBLE RAIN JACKET

• Side zips convert jacket to cape

• Vented back to enhance breathability

• Adjustable hood and cuffs

• 006 0909  |  € 249

OUR RAINWEAR BENEFITS 
FROM A CENTURY OF 

EXPERIENCE NOT BECAUSE 
“WE’VE ALWAYS DONE IT 

THIS WAY,” BUT BECAUSE 
WE’RE ALWAYS LOOKING 

FOR A BETTER WAY TO DO IT

AFTER SPENDING 100 YEARS in the Pacific Northwest, 

we have a lot of experience with rain. Our rainwear benefits  

from all those soggy years because we’re always looking for  

a better way to stay dry. The Centennial Collection Convertible  

Rain Jacket is proof. WeatherEdge® seam-sealed, waterproof/ 

breathable technology guarantees you shelter. Side zip that 

convert the jacket to a cape let you decide how it does that.



MEN’S 

CENTENNIAL COLLECTION  
CONVERTIBLE RAIN JACKET

• Zip-off hem converts parka to jacket

• Venting pit zips to prevent overheating

• Adjustable hood

• 088 0637  |  € 249

A CENTURY OF NORTHWEST RAIN has taught us a 

lot about staying dry, and the wisdom of never getting 

complacent with a “we’ve always done it this way” approach 

to building rainwear. The Centennial Collection Convertible 

Rain Jacket is our newest example. WeatherEdge® seam-

sealed, waterproof/breathable technology guarantees 

you shelter. A zip hem lets you extend it to a parka length 



MEN’S & WOMEN’S 

CENTENNIAL COLLECTION 
EXPLORATION JACKET

• Eight pockets (four interior)

• RFID-blocking pocket to prevent skimming

• Stowable hood

• 001 0265 (M)  006 0909 (W)

• € 269

EDDIE MADE HIS NAME building jackets that were  

working tools. Each piece was all about function and  

durability. The Centennial Collection Exploration Jacket  

is built in that tradition. The consummate traveler, with  

a durable, water-repellent shell, stowable hood, and 

the plenty of stretch. Each of the 10 pockets has  

a unique function, with an icon to show its purpose: 

sunglasses, phone, tablet, wallet, water bottle.  

Even an RFID-blocking pouch to protect cards from  

being skimmed.



UNISEX 

CENTENNIAL COLLECTION
DOWN CAMP SUIT

• 650 fill RDS down, certified by Control Union

• Comfort-rated to -20°F (-29°C)

• Rib-knit collar and cuffs

• Interior phone pocket on thigh

• 088 0705  |  € 199

INSPIRED BY OUR 1957 
DOWN UNDERWEAR, A 

FAVORITE ON HISTORIC 
MOUNTAINEERING 

EXPEDITIONS, INCLUDING 
THE FIRST AMERICAN 

SUMMIT OF MT. EVEREST 

MOUNTAINEERS WERE AMONG the most avid fans of Eddie’s down underwear. 

It was a favorite on many early Himalayan expeditions, including the 1963 American 

expedition on Mt. Everest. The Centennial Collection Down Camp Suit updates Eddie’s  

1957 concept with a streamlined, one-piece design that’s no longer relegated to 

being “underwear.” It’s all about fun and function, with Premium Down insulation 



FOR MEDIA INQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT

MELANIE SYRING PUBLIC RELATIONS
Melanie Syring

TEL: +49 5621 7989 24
Email: info@syring-pr.de

www.eddiebauer.de




